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Principal characters The principle characters of Faust Part One include: It takes place in multiple settings, the
first of which is heaven. Mephistopheles makes a bet with God. He suspects, however, that his attempts are
failing. Frustrated, he ponders suicide, but rejects it as he hears the echo of nearby Easter celebrations begin.
He goes for a walk with his assistant Wagner and is followed home by a stray poodle. Faust makes a deal with
the devil: After Faust has signed in blood, Faust has a few excursions and then runs on to Margarete also
referred to as Gretchen. Faust seduces Gretchen and they sleep together. Gretchen discovers she is pregnant.
Gretchen drowns her illegitimate child. Faust tries to save Gretchen from death by attempting to free her from
prison, after she has been convicted of murdering her child. Finding that they cannot free her, Faust and the
devil flee the dungeon but at that time, voices from heaven announce that Gretchen shall be saved. Part Two
Main article: Faust Part Two Rich in classical allusion, in Faust Part Two, the romantic story of the first Faust
is forgotten, and Faust wakes in a field of fairies to initiate a new cycle of adventures and purpose. The piece
consists of five acts â€” relatively isolated episodes â€” each representing a different theme. Act I The first
sees Mephistopheles saving the imperial finances of German emperor Charles V â€” and so the German
empire â€” by introducing the use of paper money. In this case, that ideal form is Helen of Troy. Faust falls in
love with Helen. His son falls to his death at the end of the act, whereupon Helen also disappears. Act V Faust
has nothing left but to tame nature itself. Upon disclosing his plans, Faust recognises the moment of sheer
bliss which he would seek to prolong and drops dead. As a result, he loses his wager with Mephistopheles,
who tries to claim his soul. Analysis and influence The story of Faust inspired a great deal of literature, music
and illustration and countless interpretations have been made of Faust, Part Two. Jungian, Freudian,
sociological, alchemical, literary and classical to name but a few. Although today many of the classical and
Central European themes may be hard for the modern reader to grasp, the work can still be considered as
pertinent in the field of science and scientific understanding. In heavily poetic terms, Goethe offers an
involved, holistic approach to these areas of study quite different from our own view of science as a wholly
analytic field but, nevertheless, very much in tune with some modern thinking. Relationship between the parts
Throughout Part One, Faust remains unsatisfied; the ultimate conclusion of the tragedy and the outcome of the
wagers are only revealed in Faust Part Two. This play is composed of fragments, written by Goethe over a
long period of time. Historic productions May 24, â€” Premiere of selected scenes. January 29, â€” Premiere
of the complete Part One. The film of this performance was very successful. References Much of the content
of this article is translated from the equivalent German-language wikipedia article retrieved November 6, The
following references are cited by the German-language Faust I: Arens Kommentar zu Goethes Faust I. Johann
Wolfgang Goethe Faust-Dichtungen. Stuttgart , Philipp Reclam jun.
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It has been edited for this printing by the publisher. Farrie have been used freely. Anthroposophy will only be
able to fulfill its great and universal mission in modern civilization when it is able to grasp the special
problems which have arisen in every land by reason of the intellectual possessions of the people. In Germany,
these special problems are in part determined by the inheritance bequeathed to her intellectual life by the men
of genius living at the close of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries. Any one who approaches those
great minds, Lessing, Herder, Schiller, Goethe, Novalis, Jean Paul and many others, from the point of view of
Anthroposophical thought and its attitude toward life, will have two important experiences. The first being
that, as a result of this profoundly spiritual attitude, a new light is thrown upon the working and works of these
men of genius; the second, that through them Anthroposophy receives new life-blood, which must, in some
way as yet not clear, produce a fructifying and strengthening effect in the future. It may be said without
exaggeration that the German will understand Anthroposophy if only he brings his mind to bear upon the
highest conceptions for which the leading spirits of his land have striven, and which they have embodied in
their works. It will be the task of future generations to reveal the Anthroposophical and spiritual-scientific
basis of the great advancement in the intellectual life of Germany during the period in question. It will then be
shown what an intimate knowledge and understanding of the influences at work during this period is
obtainable by regarding things from an Anthroposophical point of view. It is only possible on this occasion to
make a few references to one man of genius who was the leading light of this age of culture, namely, Goethe.
One thing will be made clear: The most clear-sighted of those among whom Goethe lived acknowledged
without any reservation that there was no branch of intellectual life which his attitude toward life and the
world could not enrich. He who wishes to win his way to a perfect understanding of them must become
intimate with their innermost spirit. This does not mean that one should become insensitive to the beauties of
their style or their artistic form. Nor must one put an abstract interpretation upon his art by means of
intellectual symbols and allegories. Goethe himself often has shown how justified we are in having such a
profound conception of his creative power. More than this I did not wish. If only the performance gives
pleasure to the majority of the audience, the initiated will not miss the deeper meaning. He felt within him an
ardent desire to discover in all phenomena of the senses the hidden spiritual force. It was one of his principles
of search that the inner secrets are expressed in outward facts and objects, and that those only can aspire to
understand Nature who look upon the phenomena as mere letters which enable them to decipher the inner
meaning of the workings of the spirit. In Art, too, he saw only a revelation of the innermost secrets of the
world; in his opinion, it was through Art that those things are to be made clear which, though having their
origin in Nature and being active in her, yet with the means at her disposal, she cannot express. He sought the
same spirit in the phenomena of Nature as in the works of a creative artist; only the means of expression were
different in the two cases. He was constantly at work on his conception of a gradual process of evolution of all
the phenomena and creatures in the world. He regarded man as a compilation of the other kingdoms. The spirit
of man was to him the revelation of a universal spirit, and the other realms of Nature, with their
manifestations, appeared to him as the path of evolution leading to man. All this was not merely a theory with
him, but became a living element in his work, permeating all that he produced. For a long time I have
watched, although from some distance, the procedure of your mind, and ever with renewed wonder have
observed the track that you have marked out for yourself. You seek for the necessary the absolute in Nature;
but you seek it by the most difficult route, which every weaker spirit will take care to avoid. You grasp in your
view entire Nature in order to obtain light on her parts: Correspondence between Schiller and Goethe, from to
In his book on Winckelmann, Goethe has expressed his opinion as to the position of man in the evolution of
the realms of Nature: When the sound, healthy nature of man works as a whole, when he feels himself at one
with the world as a great, beautiful, worthy whole, when this harmonious feeling of well-being gives him a
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pure free delight, then might the Universe, could it consciously feel, deeming itself at the goal, cry out for very
joy, and be lost in admiration of the climax of its own development and organization. When, after moving to
Weimar about , he embodied the result of his investigation in the beautiful prose-hymn, Nature, we find over
the whole a certain abstract tinge of pantheism. He must perforce use words to define the hidden forces of
being, but before long these cease to satisfy his ever-deepening conception. But it is in these very words that
we first meet with the ideas which we find later in such perfect form. He says there, for instance: Unasked and
without warning she draws us into the circle of her dance and carries us along with her until we are weary and
slip from her arms. For ever is she creating new forms; what is, never was before; what has been, never will be
again; everything is new, and yet ever old Each one of her works has its own individuality, each of her
phenomena requires individual comprehension, and yet it all makes but one whole She has thought, and is for
ever meditating; not as man, though, but as Nature. She has her own all-embracing meaning, which no one can
learn from her by observation only She envelops man in a mist, and is ever spurring him on toward the light
She creates wants because she loves action She has neither speech nor language, but she creates tongues and
hearts through which she feels and speaks Her crown is love, through which alone she may be approached She
has isolated everything in order to draw everything together Past and future knows she not. The present is her
eternity. When Goethe , having reached the summit of his insight, looked back upon this stage, he expressed
himself thus concerning it: I would call that former stage of insight the Comparative, which is impelled to
express its tendency toward an, as yet, unattained Superlative But what is wanting for its fulfillment is the
conception of the two great driving-wheels of all Nature, the comprehension of polarity and self-perfecting
evolution, the former belonging to matter, insofar as we call it material, the latter opposed to it, insofar as we
call it spiritual; the former is everlastingly attracting and repelling, the latter is ever striving to ascend. But, as
matter cannot exist and operate without spirit, nor spirit without matter, even so matter has the power to raise
itself, nor can spirit be prevented from attracting and repelling. It was with such a conception that Goethe
approached the animal, mineral and vegetable kingdoms to grasp the hidden spiritual unity in the manifest
multiplicity of sense-perceptible phenomena. It is in this sense that he speaks of primeval plant, primeval
animal. And it was for him Intuition which stood behind these conceptions as the active spiritual force. In his
contemplation of things, his whole being strove toward what in Anthroposophy is called tolerance. And ever
more and more he sought to acquire this quality by means of the strictest inward self-education. To this he
frequently refers; it will suffice to quote a very characteristic example from the Campaign in France The
advantage that arises from this is very great; one does not require to come back from a previously conceived
idea, to blot out a picture arbitrarily painted by ourselves, and painfully to adopt the reality in its place. Thus
he endeavored to rise higher and higher and to reach the point which divided the real from the unreal. Only
here and there do we find references to his innermost convictions. One of these occurs, for instance, in the
poem The Mysteries, which contains his confession as a Rosicrucian. Only when one is capable of
appreciating the full significance of such points in Goethe is one in a position to recognize the higher meaning,
to use his own expression, which he has introduced into his Faust for the initiated. In the second part of this
dramatic poem is in fact to be found what Goethe had to say concerning the relation of man to the three
worlds: From this point of view, the poem represents his expression of the incarnation of man. A character
which, to the mind that refuses a spiritual-scientific basis, presents insuperable difficulties, is that of
Homunculus. Every passage, every word, however, becomes clear as soon as one starts from this basis.
Homunculus is created by the help of Mephistopheles. The latter represents the repressive and destructive
forces of the Universe which manifest in the realms of man as Evil. Goethe wishes to characterize the part
which Evil takes in the formation of Homunculus; and yet from such beginnings is to be produced a man. For
this reason, he is led through the lower realms of Nature to the scene of the classical Walpurgis Night. Before
he sets forth on these wanderings, he possesses only a part of human nature. What he himself says concerning
his connection with the earthly part of human nature is striking. Hither and thither, up, down, in and out; From
place to place still hovering about, Impatient the free air of life to breathe. Longing to break the glass that is
my sheath â€” My chrysalis; but everywhere I see Such sights! I could not venture yet to be. Now for a secret
â€” I am on the track Of two Philosophers. Went evermore, and Nature â€” Nature was The word. Keep me
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not from them. Of the laws Of earthly being they must somewhat know: Between them I may learn some little;
so Pass into life by their experience wiser. Part ii, Act ii. The Nature of Homunculus becomes quite clear in
the light of the following lines which refer to him: He wants your counsel â€” has come a long distance: His
object is to get into existence. He is, by what he told me of his birth, Miraculously come but half to earth: He
wants and wishes body, life, and limb. This he also makes clear by endowing Homunculus with powers of
clairvoyance. He sees, for instance, the dream of Faust in the laboratory where work is going on with the help
of Mephistopheles. Then in the course of the classical Walpurgis Night the embodying of Homunculus, that is,
the astral man, is described. He is sent through the realms of Nature to Proteus, the spirit of transformations.
You thus may learn what transformations he Must pass through to be anything â€” to BE. Proteus then
describes the road which astral man has to take through the realms of Nature in order to arrive at an earthly
incarnation and receive a physical body. In the broad sea thy being must commence; On a small scale one
there begins, Well pleased the smallest to devour; Till, waxing step by step, one wins A loftier achievement,
ampler power. The passage of man through the mineral kingdom is then described. Goethe makes his entrance
into the vegetable kingdom particularly contemplative. A tender air is wafted here; Dear is the greenness, and
the fragrance dear. The philosopher Thales, who is present, adds in elucidation of what is taking place: And at
its source begin creation.
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Die Leiden des jungen Werthers , which gained him enormous fame as a writer in the Sturm und Drang period
which marked the early phase of Romanticism. Dichtung und Wahrheit From My Life: Poetry and Truth
which covers his early life and ends with his departure for Weimar, his Italian Journey , and a series of
treatises on art. His writings were immediately influential in literary and artistic circles. Goethe admitted that
he "shot his hero to save himself": The novel remains in print in dozens of languages and its influence is
undeniable; its central hero, an obsessive figure driven to despair and destruction by his unrequited love for
the young Lotte, has become a pervasive literary archetype. Suicide is considered sinful by Christian doctrine:
He said he "turned reality into poetry but his friends thought poetry should be turned into reality and the poem
imitated. The next work, his epic closet drama Faust , was completed in stages. The first part was published in
and created a sensation. Goethe finished Faust Part Two in the year of his death, and the work was published
posthumously. The work subsequently inspired operas and oratorios by Schumann , Berlioz , Gounod , Boito ,
Busoni , and Schnittke as well as symphonic works by Liszt , Wagner , and Mahler. Faust became the ur-myth
of many figures in the 19th century. Later, a facet of its plot, i. In , the world premiere complete production of
Faust was staged at the Goetheanum. He is also widely quoted. Epigrams such as "Against criticism a man can
neither protest nor defend himself; he must act in spite of it, and then it will gradually yield to him", " Divide
and rule , a sound motto; unite and lead, a better one", and "Enjoy when you can, and endure when you must",
are still in usage or are often paraphrased. Some well-known quotations are often incorrectly attributed to
Goethe. Creativity and crisis[ edit ] Goethe overcame emotional turmoil, relational conflicts and mood swings
through self-reflection, political and scientific work, and writing. To no one was the faculty for so doing more
necessary than to me, for by nature I was constantly carried from one extreme to the other". Goethean science
As to what I have done as a poet, I take no pride in it But that in my century I am the only person who knows
the truth in the difficult science of coloursâ€”of that, I say, I am not a little proud, and here I have a
consciousness of a superiority to many. Goethe also had the largest private collection of minerals in all of
Europe. By the time of his death, in order to gain a comprehensive view in geology, he had collected 17, rock
samples. His focus on morphology and what was later called homology influenced 19th century naturalists ,
although his ideas of transformation were about the continuous metamorphosis of living things and did not
relate to contemporary ideas of "transformisme" or transmutation of species. Light spectrum, from Theory of
Colours. Goethe observed that with a prism , colour arises at light-dark edges, and the spectrum occurs where
these coloured edges overlap. During his Italian journey, Goethe formulated a theory of plant metamorphosis
in which the archetypal form of the plant is to be found in the leaf â€” he writes, "from top to bottom a plant is
all leaf, united so inseparably with the future bud that one cannot be imagined without the other". The
ever-changing display of plant forms, which I have followed for so many years, awakens increasingly within
me the notion: The plant forms which surround us were not all created at some given point in time and then
locked into the given form, they have been given According to Hegel, "Goethe has occupied himself a good
deal with meteorology; barometer readings interested him particularly What he says is important: He claims to
deduce from it that the barometric level varies in the same proportion not only in each zone but that it has the
same variation, too, at different altitudes above sea-level". In it, he contentiously characterized colour as
arising from the dynamic interplay of light and darkness through the mediation of a turbid medium. After
being translated into English by Charles Eastlake in , his theory became widely adopted by the art world, most
notably J. Goethe, Theory of Colours , Some of the Venetian Epigrams were held back from publication due
to their sexual content. Goethe clearly saw human sexuality as a topic worthy of poetic and artistic depiction,
an idea that was uncommon in a time when the private nature of sexuality was rigorously normative. He
continued, "Pederasty is as old as humanity itself, and one can therefore say, that it resides in nature, even if it
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proceeds against nature What culture has won from nature will not be surrendered or given up at any price.
His later spiritual perspective incorporated elements of pantheism heavily influenced by Spinoza , humanism ,
and various elements of Western esotericism , as seen most vividly in Part II of Faust. In old age, he explained
why this was so to Eckermann: How could I write songs of hatred when I felt no hate? And, between
ourselves, I never hated the French, although I thanked God when we were rid of them. How could I, to whom
the only significant things are civilization [Kultur] and barbarism, hate a nation which is among the most
cultivated in the world, and to which I owe a great part of my own culture? In any case this business of hatred
between nations is a curious thing. You will always find it more powerful and barbarous on the lowest levels
of civilization. In many respects, he was the originator of many ideas which later became widespread. He
produced volumes of poetry, essays, criticism, a theory of colours and early work on evolution and linguistics.
He was fascinated by mineralogy , and the mineral goethite iron oxide is named after him. He would argue
that Classicism was the means of controlling art, and that Romanticism was a sickness, even as he penned
poetry rich in memorable images, and rewrote the formal rules of German poetry. His poetry was set to music
by almost every major Austrian and German composer from Mozart to Mahler , and his influence would
spread to French drama and opera as well. Beethoven declared that a "Faust" Symphony would be the greatest
thing for art. Liszt and Mahler both created symphonies in whole or in large part inspired by this seminal
work, which would give the 19th century one of its most paradigmatic figures:
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Cult leaders are desperate to trick you into joining. They are after your obedience, your time and your money.
Cults use sophisticated mind control and recruitment techniques that have been refined over time. Beware of
thinking that you are immune from cult involvement, the cults have millions of members around the world
who once thought they were immune, and to this day still have not realized they are in a cult. To spot a cult
you need to know how they work and you need to understand the techniques they use. Teaching you these
things is what this article is all about. This article exposes the secret techniques cults will use to try and trick
and control you. Cult leaders will not want you to read this, but read it anyway. Cults are easy to spot, they
wear strange clothes and live in communes. But most are everyday people like you and me. They live in
houses. They wear the same clothes. They eat the same food. Cults are full of the weak, weird and emotionally
unstable. Many cult members are very intelligent, attractive and skilled. The reality is that all sorts of people
are involved in cults. One of the few common denominators is that they were often recruited at a low point in
their life â€” more about that later. Cults are just a bunch of religious nut cases. This is a common mistake
people make thinking that cults are purely religious groups. The belief system of a religion is often warped to
become a container for these techniques, but it is the techniques themselves that make it a cult. In a free
society people can believe what they want, but most people would agree that it is wrong for any one to try to
trick and control people. Christians call all other groups cults. Basically Christians have said that if a group
claims to be Christian and yet teaches something fundamentally different from what the Bible teaches then
they are a cult. This definition is not used in this article. So what is a cult anyway? The modern definition of a
mind control cult is any group which employs mind control and deceptive recruiting techniques. In other
words cults trick people into joining and coerce them into staying. This is the definition that most people
would agree with. Except the cults themselves of course! Religious Cults that use a belief system as their base
are very common. Their belief system could be standard Christianity, Hinduism, Islam or any other of the
world religions, or they may have invented their own belief system. What makes them a cult is the fact that
they use mind control, not what they believe. They will promise you that if you join them and follow their
special programme for success then you will become very rich. Often they will hold up their leader as an
example and explain that if you do what he or she says then you will be successful too. Of course they never
mention that the primary way the leaders make money are by selling these motivation materials to their group!
By doing their courses and seminars they claim you and your staff will become more successful. Business
people locked away in hotel rooms are subjected to quasi-religious indoctrination as they play strange games,
join in group activities, and share their innermost thoughts with the group. Once you have completed one
course you are told you need to do the more advanced course, which naturally costs more than the last. These
cults will sometimes request that you do volunteer work and that you help recruit your friends, family and
work mates. These groups specialize in creating powerful emotional experiences which are then used to
validate your involvement in the cult. They usually come to the surface as you near the end of a seminar.
Many people have been bankrupted by involvement with these cults. Political Cults that use political ideals as
their base are well known throughout history. On smaller scales white and black supremacists, terrorists, and
rebel groups commonly use forms of mind control to recruit and dominate their members. Mind Control is a
suite of psychological techniques that cult leaders attempt to control their members with. In other words it
does not turn people into some sort of remote control robot. Rather we see Mind Control as a dishonest
influence placed covertly on cult members by the cult. So instead of Mind Control being some sort of
irresistible force like the aliens in the movies that take over peoples minds, rather it is more like a gun. We
have broken Mind Control up into a series of techniques that the cults use. Together these techniques make up
Mind Control. A cult needs to recruit and operate using deception. Because if people knew their true practices
and beliefs beforehand then they would not join. A cult needs to hide the truth from you until they think you
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are ready to accept it. A cult will have a slick well-rehearsed Public Relations front which hides what the
group is really like. You will hear how they help the poor, or support research, or peace, or the environment.
But you will not be told what life is really like in the group, nor what they really believe. These things will be
introduced to you slowly, one at a time, so you will not notice the gradual change, until eventually you are
practicing and believing things which at the start would have caused you to run a mile. A normal religious
organization would not have any trouble with you moving to another similar organization as long as you
stayed in that same religion. Because it is the belief system that matters, not membership in an organization.
For example if you were a Christian then you could move from one church to another and still be a Christian.
No other organization has the truth, all others miss the mark. So it is not the belief system that decides your
future, but it the belief system AND your membership with that particular group. This is a fear based control
mechanism designed to keep you in the cult. It also gives the cult leaders tremendous power over you. If you
really believe that leaving the group equals leaving God or means you are leaving your only chance to succeed
in life , then you will obey the cult leaders even when you disagree with them instead of risking being kicked
out of the group. Exclusivism is used as a threat, it controls your behavior through fear. Be very suspicious of
any group that claims to be better than all the others. A religious group may say that other groups following
the same religion are OK, but they are the ones who have a better grasp of the truth and they are superior to
the rest. This is often just a subtle version of exclusivism. This is one of the practices that cults are often very
deceptive about. Cult leadership is feared. To disagree with leadership is the same as disagreeing with God.
The cult leaders will claim to have direct authority from God to control almost all aspects of your life. If the
cult is not a religious group then questioning the leaders or program will still be seen as a sign of rebellion and
stupidity. Guilt, Character Assassination and Breaking Sessions. Guilt will be used to control you. Character
Assassination is used to help create the guilt in you. Character Assassination is a type of false reasoning used
by people and groups who have no real arguments. This is how it works. Ok, Ford is wrong, but that is not the
point. This is the healthy way people and groups debate subjects. How dare you disagree with me! You are
obviously a very smug and prideful person. If you are not aware of how Character Assassination works then it
is a powerful way to exert control over you. Breaking sessions are when one, two or more cult members and
leaders attack the character of another person, sometimes for hours on end. Some cults will not stop these
sessions until their victim is crying uncontrollably. Cults know that if they can control your relationships then
they can control you. Whether we like it or not we are all profoundly affected by those around us. It will seem
wonderful, how could such a loving group be wrong! This unspoken threat influences your actions in the cult.
Like in an unhealthy relationship love is turned on and off to control. Cults also try to cut you off from your
friends and family because they hate others being able to influence you. A mind control cult will seek to
manoeuvre your life so as to maximize your contact with cult members and minimize your contact with people
outside the group, especially those who oppose your involvement. Those who control the information control
the person. In a mind control cult any information from outside the cult is considered evil, especially if it is
opposing the cult. Members are told not to read it or believe it. Only information supplied by the cult is true.
Cults train their members to instantly destroy any critical information given to them, and to not even entertain
the thought that the information could be true. Common sense tells us that a person who does not consider all
information may make an unbalanced decision.
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However, let me warn you that this magnificent fountain is not something we humans should profane with our
animal needs or wants, by treating the most beautiful act of sex similar to that of a dirty dog. But in our current
world, many men and women seem to be doing just that by making this most beautiful fountain a possible
poisoned Karmic well of death for the unsuspecting souls who treat this divine act like that of an animal. The
reason being is that most humans are not educated on these facts as they live their lives based on mostly pure
materialism as they operate primarily from the seat of their animal selves, rather than from their divine selves
which would be their souls. These same people think of sex as purely a pleasure act where they feel good
temporarily or reach a form of ecstasy, but they do not think beyond the joy we feel and or orgasm that it
brings. This is a serious mistake that I have made myself more than once, and have lived through the resulting
very bad Karma from these ill fated, and ignorantly chosen sexual unions. If you have multiple sexual
relationships then you are creating multiple unions that will end up creating multiple vampires confusing you
and making you a bit mad in the head. Hence, think about porn stars, prostitutes and strippers who always
seem to have serious mental issues that never leave them and often plague them till death. Most of these
people are going crazy not from the porn or the act of sex, but the many sexual unions with dark souls that
never leave them. The same can be said about the girl or guy who sleeps with everyone in your school or
town. They are always a bit weird and most of them end up dying or going absolutely crazy later in life. This
is really why many people take break ups with their partners or marriages so bad. Here is an excerpt from the
Occult Science in Medicine to help put this in perspective for you: Popular medicine deals only with external
effects and physical causes, occult science goes deeper, seeking for fundamental causes and final effects,
which are of far greater importance than the passing manifestations taking place in the physical form. Thus,
for instance, a promiscuous sexual intercourse not only causes venereal diseases; but as during that act a
commingling of the inner natures takes place to a certain extent, a man cohabiting with a depraved woman
takes on some of her characteristics and joins to a certain extent her future Karma and destiny to his own. One
would be that of your material or animal body, and the other would be your astral soul which is your divine
self. When you are born, these two separate entities go out into the physical world and are always somewhat at
war with one another, with each trying to control your thoughts or actions in order to gain the upper hand in
your daily affairs. Think of it like you have an angel on one shoulder and a little devil on the other. Here is a
quotation from H. Blavatsky to help explain this a bit further: The human soul, lower Manas, is the only and
direct mediator between the personality and the divine Ego. That which goes to make up on this earth the
personality, miscalled individuality by the majority, is the sum of all its mental, physical, and spiritual
characteristics, which, being impressed on the human soul, produces the man. Now, of all these characteristics,
it is the purified thoughts alone which can be impressed on the higher immortal Ego. This is done by the
human soul merging again, in its essence, into its parent source, commingling with its divine Ego during life,
and reuniting itself entirely with it after the death of the physical man. The longing for reunion which love
inspired in the divided halves of the originally dual being, is the source of the sexual pleasure, which is the
beginning of all transgressions. This is where our species of animal, man kind or Homo erectus has been
perpetually lost, as many of us are trying to find their way home or search for our soul mates. Our soul mates
are our other astral halves thus resulting in a perfect union of souls. I am sure you may have had this
experience yourself or have seen this first hand in your lifetime. The male element represents the energy,
action, warmth, and productive principle in nature. To put it simply, we humans are used by astral soul entities
who wish to propagate our physical bodies to further their Karmic development. But the student must not rest
here but press on. The bottom line is that, regardless if you are heterosexual or homosexual, the Occult Forces
of Sex And The Sexual Union of Souls is not something that should be taken lightly or that which you should
carelessly toy with. If you care and love them from your heart,this is where you will find the divine spark that
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culminates from this union as you unite as one with them, and the magic can be very powerful. The reason is
because this union of souls holds a special energy in a regenerating, as well as a generating force. Illuminati
Sex Magic â€” Part I.
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This has been a very significant weekend. Now the media has implicated the man accused of killing 92 people
in Norway with being associated with so-called Christian fundamentalism. First, I must offer my wishes for a
speedy recovery to the surviving victims and my condolences to the families of those killed in this senseless
tragedy. First of all, just because he posted his views on some Christian websites does not necessarily mean
that the websites held the same views Breivik did. It is easy to post comments to websites, as most moderators
do not prohibit people from expressing their opinions, so long as it is done in a clean, respectable way. He will
already be tried and found guilty in the court of public opinion with the media as the prosecutor. Besides, if he
had truly wanted to hurt Muslims, the Norwegian government building would have been the last place to plant
a bomb. The so-called left wingâ€”which gave us Marxism, Socialism, and Communism, all of which
throughout history have been responsible for violent revolutions worldwide, resulting in the death and
enslavement of millions upon millions of peopleâ€”is being portrayed here as the victim, while so-called
Christian fundamentalismâ€”which was the basis for Western civilization, was responsible for the majority of
the medical and scientific breakthroughs of the last century, and which was the basis for our
Constitutionâ€”the document that gave us our freedomsâ€”is being portrayed as violent and revolutionary.
The militia movement has been associated with so-called Christian fundamentalism. A threat to Islam. A
threat to labor. And in that many innocent civilians and youth were killed and injured by Breivik, a threat to
the innocent. All by an implied and totally unsubstantiated connection between Breivik and Christianity. This
crime also bears a resemblance to another tragedy: Similarly, witnesses at Columbine also claimed that there
were at least three shooters, and this was covered in the first media reports. Later reports, however, focused
exclusively on Kliebold and Harris. One gentleman, a janitor, claimed that he heard an explosion after which
he found and assisted a man whose clothes were on fire. What is curious is that all of this happened in the
basement of the tower. The fire was on the top floors. Even more troubling is that many who claimed to have
seen or heard explosions in the twin towers seem to have met with mysterious deaths. Moreover, Eric John
Phelps, the author of Vatican Assassins, claims that over witnesses to the Kennedy assassination were killed
over a year period. Just food for thought. Perhaps most interesting is the connection between this incident and
Freemasonry. This is very important. Freemasonry contains practices similar to Kabbala, which is Jewish
ritual magic. Among the many numbers of Kabbalistic importance the numbers 3, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 18, 21,
22, 27, and 33 seem to come up the most often. Nine is one of the most important numbers because for one, it
holds the triple number of Antichrist, the Beast, which is Thus, the number 9 holds the hidden number of
Antichrist. Multiples of any sacred number are said to be even more powerful. So, 22 is important because it is
2 x It comes up a lot. Three is the number of the pagan trinity, so most any multiple of three is important.
Someone once said that everything Satan does is based on the Bible, and I have found this to be true. For
example, Jesus had 12 disciples. But at one crucial point, there were actually 13 disciples. That crucial point
can be found in John Chapter 13 at the Last Supper. This is the scenario: Jesus and the disciples were at
supper. Jesus is troubled because he knows that soon Judas will betray Him into the hands of His enemies. So
He tells His disciples that one of them will betray Him, and they are all wondering whom it is going to be. We
pick up at this point: Jesus answered, He it is, to whom I shall give a sop, when I have dipped it. And after the
sop, Satan entered into him. As you can see, at this crucial juncture, there were actually 13 people sitting at the
table with Jesus. One of them was The Great Rebel, Satan. This is why I believe the number 13 is important in
occultism. If you have a better explanation, I would be interested to hear it. Notice something else very
important: All of this happened in Chapter 13 of the book of John, and the verse where Satan entered Judas is
verse Both very important occult numbers. I could give you other examples that make a very good case that
what Satan does is based on the Bible. As we have seen, 18 and 27 have great occult significance. Now
remember that in the book of the Revelation Jesus talks about the Synagogue of Satan, men who claim to be
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Jews, but actually worship Satan, whom they call Lucifer. Also, Zionist Jews support the pope, not God, and
want to give Jerusalem over to the Vatican, hence the current effort to make Jerusalem an international city.
Well, Jesus mentions the Synagogue of Satan twice: The numbers 18 and 27 show up again. So, as you can
see, numerology plays an important role in the occult. It was not just an arbitrary date. Many, many events just
happened to have occurred on September You will be amazed. What have Freemasonry and Kabbalistic
numerology to do with the Norway shootings? First of all, as you can see below and from the article, Breivik
is dressed in Masonic formal attire, with the Masonic apron around his waist. It is also interesting that Breivik
is 32 years old. The 32nd degree just happens to be the highest degree that most Masons can make. There is
also an honorary 33rd, but it is not the same as the meritorious degree. Now, I ask you, what date could yield
this many combinations of the same specific numbers? When you get the same occult numbers over and over
like this, it is no coincidence. There were 92 total people killed as of this article. There were 97 wounded.
There were 7 killed in the bomb explosion. Recall that the name of the manifesto starts with the number The
article states that it took 90 minutes for police to reach the island. This is just one more planned event towards
the New World Order, and I believe that at least one of its goals is gun control, meaning the total disarmament
of the populace. It is also being used to stoke the fires of resentment in the Muslim community against
Christians. It is also my belief that the Muslims will be part of the persecution of the Christian church during
the Great Tribulation. Did you know that Amy Winehouse died this very weekend? Do you know that she died
on Saturday 23 July? Did you know that she was 27 years old? Do you know that running the math on the day
of her death turns up some more interesting numbers? Is it yet another coincidence that the day and month of
the Oslo shooting add up to 29? You see the same numerology in the birth and death dates of singer Whitney
Houston, who also died under mysterious circumstances. The number of the Beast and the number of the
Synagogue of Satan! Are you starting to see that very little that goes on in the world is a random event? Are
you beginning to see that a human life has absolutely no value to these people? Do you realize that the New
World Order Kingdom of Antichrist will be characterized by the greatest wholesale slaughter of people the
world has ever known? Do you know that the main target but not the only target of these people is Christianity
and all Christians? Can you see that the Inquisition is about to return with a vengeance? All true Christians
will have an opportunity to stand up for the Lord Jesus, and if necessary, to lay down our lives for Him the
way He laid down His life for us. The Oslo shootings and bombing was an occult planned and controlled
event; one of many to bring about Antichrist. There will be many such events until their ends are achieved.
Saints, you had better be on your knees daily praying for discernment. Get out and witness to this dying world
while there is still time. Satan is at the bottom of this. Events are happening so quickly now that when you go
to bed at night, you have no idea what the world is going to look like when you wake up in the morning. That
ought to sober you up, you fence sitters! Researcher on the occult mystery religions, William Cooper, said
some very important things: And if Satan is real, then Jesus Christ is also real. Coincidences are a rarity, if
they occur at all. But when there are too many coincidences, there are no coincidences.
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This theme has always been an important one in western literature, but it has gained in urgency during our
own century. Each generation must explore anew the problems of human estrangement and fulfillment â€” the
best way to begin such a search is to see what the past has to offer. During the superstitious Middle Ages, the
story of the man who sold his soul to the devil to procure supernatural powers captured the popular
imagination and spread rapidly. At some point the name of Faust was definitely attached to this figure. A cycle
of legends, including some from ancient and medieval sources that were originally told about other magicians,
began to collect around him. One of the most widely-read magic texts of the period was attributed to Faust and
many others referred to him as an authority. A famous German sage and adventurer born in was thought by
many of his contemporaries to be a magician and probably did practice some sort of black magic. Few details
of his life are certain, but it is known that he capitalized on the situation by calling himself "Faust the
Younger," thus acquiring the occult reputation of the legendary character. After a sensational career, this Faust
died during a mysterious demonstration of flying which he put on for a royal audience in It was generally
believed that he had been carried away by the devil. A biography of Faust, the Historia von D. Johann Fausten,
based upon the shadowy life of Faust the Younger, but including many of the fanciful legendary stories, was
published in Frankfurt in That same year it was translated into English as The Historie of the damnable life
and deserved death of Doctor John Faustus. It was in this version that the legend took on a permanent form.
When the Renaissance came to northern Europe, Faust was made into a symbol of free thought,
anti-clericalism, and opposition to Church dogma. The first important literary treatment of the legend was that
of the English dramatist, Christopher Marlowe. It is still renowned for its exciting theatricality, its beautiful
blank verse, and its moving portrayal of a human soul in despair because he cannot accept God and so is
condemned to damnation. Marlowe used the English translation of the Faust-Book as his main source, but
transformed the legendary magician into a figure of tragic stature and made his story a powerful expression of
the main issues of Elizabethan thought. Up to the moment of his death, however, this Faustus is free to resist
his seduction by the forces of evil, despite having signed the pact. After a painful struggle with himself,
Faustus is carried off by the devil at the end of the play. Both characters are torn by conflicts within their own
souls, but Faustus is trying to believe in God, while Faust seeks a way to believe in himself. In Faust Goethe
tends to use orthodox religion only as a source of imagery. He tells his story in the context of an abstract
pantheistic religious system and a fluid moral code that gives precedence to motives and circumstances rather
than deeds as such. The legend was kept alive in the folk tradition of Germany, though, and was the subject of
pantomimes and marionette shows for many years. The close of the 18th century in Germany was a time very
much like the Renaissance. The German dramatist Lessing wrote a play based on the legend, but the
manuscript was lost many generations ago and its contents are hardly known. Since his time it has stimulated
many creative thinkers and has been the central theme of notable works in all fields of expression. In art, for
instance, the Faust legend has provided fruitful subjects for such painters as Ferdinand Delacroix But most
important, the legend has continued to be the subject of many poems, novels, and dramatic works. Like all
myths, the Faust story has much to teach the reader in all its forms, for the tale has retained its pertinence in
the modern world. Students who are interested in a more detailed study of the Faust theme should begin by
consulting E. Next Dedication Pop Quiz! Invade a nearby country. Raise taxes on the poor. Sell off pieces of
the kingdom.
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By Priscilla Frank Warning: This article contains explicit content and may not be appropriate for work
environments. This underground realm of the erotic occult is the subject of a current exhibition at Stephen
Romano Gallery , combining contemporary, ancient, outsider, vintage and visionary artworks that explore that
dark and shadowy space between the bedroom and the cosmos. Stephen Romano Gallery To put it simply,
sexual magick is founded on the belief that divinity is everywhere, including inside each and every person on
this earth. Some examples are good and bad, life and death, idea and action. In the material plane, man and
woman represent the positive and negative magnetic poles, respectively; conversely, in the mental plane,
woman represents the positive pole and man the negative. Make of that what you will, but, as PBR sees it:
This is the principle basis of all magic, no law is superior to it; and it permits us to accomplish operations in
two fashions: She authored sex manuals and other texts, exploring the nexus of the sexual body and the
incorporeal beyond. As she herself put it: This book is of incalculable value to every student of occult matters.
No Magick library is complete without it. Publicly indulging in taboo vices like masturbation, drugs, and
fleshly excess of all kinds, Crowley also developed an interest in pagan religions and the occult, aligning
Western tradition with Buddhist elements and Hindu Tantra. I bring you a positive and primaeval fact, Magic
by name: I want none of your faint approval or faint dispraise; I want blasphemy, murder, rape, revolution,
anything, bad or good but strong. Turning herself into a work of art, Cameron combined elements of
occultism, Kabbalah, Surrealism, beat poetry, medieval manuscripts, feminism and astrology to create a
practice all her own. They even invited buddy L. Ron Hubbard to chant and invoke spirits while they made
love. After her husband died, Cameron channeled her energy into mystical artworks that coupled eternal dark
forces with the countercultural aura of the s. These wonderful children were appealing to me for their purity
while all the time also being shame-inducing because I knew I would never believe so fully and gorgeously.
Anthropomorphized stuffed animal toys crystalized into vanity portraits engender a grisly beauty. The
exhibition runs until December 15, , and you can see a preview of the works below. Be careful out there kids,
sex magick is no joke.
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